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Models on Parade

Bob F. - Tamiya/Italeri M109A6 Paladin (kit#37026). The markings are for the peace keeping force deployed to
Kosovo in the 90's, I think.

The camouflage scheme is the MERDC (Mobility Equipment Research and Development Center) "Summer
Verdant" variation which is anachronistic to that time frame. By the '90s, the primary camo was the NATO 3
color. I used it because I like how it looks.
I used the Vallejo paint set for the Self-propelled Howitzer, Vallejo face set for the figures, and Tamiya for the
uniforms and stowage.

Alan – Revell 1/72 F-16D Turkish Airforce.

John E. – Odd Japanese kit from the movie “Batteries Not Included”. Base and background scratch built.

John E. - Tamiya F-47D-30. 133rd FS New Hampshire Air Guard, John Paller was the pilot, Cir. 1953. The prop
is from "Prop Blur", I modified the arms and legs of pilot from PJ Productions and his helmet is from the
Monogram F-86 pilot. I hollowed the helmet out and modified the PJ pilots head. All control surfaces have been
moved, ailerons for a slight roll right, rudder slight yaw left, elevators slight pitch up for a stall for getting on the
ground. Blurry runway copied from Google images.

Finished in MM Metalizer with Squadron markings made by DonAir Decals.

John E. - Hasegawa 1/35 MechatroWeGo..?? The boy inside controls the robot, girl stands by and looks cute.
Arms, legs, claws and front lid are movable.

This is a sudo snap kit and my first. I did glue a couple of troublesome spots.

Trevor - I know it's not a traditional plastic model kit, but....It is plastic and it is a kit. Kind of like a Snap-Tite kit. This is
Lego's Star Wars Ultimate Collector Series Millennium Falcon. I ask for a large Lego Star Wars kit for Christmas. That's all
I really wanted, just so I had something to play with on Christmas day. I seriously underestimated the amount of time it
would take to build this kit. I thought it would be done by the end of the weekend. At the time of me writing this, I'm 21
hours into it and if I had to guess I have another 8-10hrs to go. I'm impressed with the engineering that goes into this kit to
make it all fit together and look right. You know you have a serious kit when they have to spiral bind the instructions.

John E. – Further along with the Monogram 1/48 P-47C conversion using the resin belly from Lone Star
Models. The only real noticeable details are that the C had one less cowl flap on both sides and the exhaust is
slightly different. I think the oil cooler doors are a bit different too.

John E. – Odd Japanese kit from the movie “Batteries Not Included”. I scratch built the base and background.
They were supposed to be nesting in an old shed. My Daughter loved the movie and at a ModelFest in the late
‘80’s we found this kit. We never got around building it. I recently found it when moving my kits around. I built
this for her for Christmas. She loved it. I also gave her a copy of the movie.

Tech Tip from Dan
For gluing delicate parts I like to use a flex straw and blow gently to speed up the drying time!! It works!
Try not to drool.

Berthold - Dear fellow model builders in the States,
Unboxings on the YouTube channel Modellbau360
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCV1MezN2Xht3JfrWhH-BF3Q
have appeared exclusively with English captions since November 2021.
I consider the brand new kit from Great Wall Hobby G.W.H "Flying Tigers" Curtiss Hawk 81A-2 (no. L3201) in
1:32 scale to be particularly interesting for the American market.
I would be happy if you watch the unboxing on the YouTube channel mentioned above and subscribe to it.
You will find every sprue and all important information about the kit there. And I don't want to give too much
away beforehand, but in my opinion the kit is stunning.
And honestly, as soon as the kit will be available in stores, I will buy it. Because the model we are talking
about is a sample that A.S.K. distribution lent me very early on.
Greetings from old Europe to the New World
Berthold

